RECIRC801.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Robert McCombs
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Exporting our water in the form of almonds to China, in a drought, makes no sense.
Thank you for reading my letter.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert McCombs
164 Deer Fern Ln
Bayside, CA 95524-9333
bobmcc@humboldt1.com

RECIRC802.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Gwynn Popovac
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Nobody can predict all the horrible reverberations that would stem from diverting a water from a river. Put our tax
money to use for recycling and desalination plants, and other conservation measures. Not to serve the financial
aspirations of those who would profit from this drought, this change of climate.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Gwynn Popovac
17270 Robin Rdg
Sonora, CA 95370-8108
gwynnpopovac@gmail.com

RECIRC803.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Linwood lyons
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This is the peripheral canal by another name. And far more expensive.
It was a bad idea then and it's a bad idea now.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Linwood lyons
41 Corte Pinon
Moraga, CA 94556-1623
linlyons@yahoo.com

RECIRC804.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Laurie Seymour
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
These water tunnels are not a solution! We need to allocate our water more wisely, not cave to the demands of agribusiness.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Laurie Seymour
31481 La Calera St
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-2640
lseymour@marwit.com

RECIRC805.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Roger Pritchard
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The water should stay where it belongs.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Roger Pritchard
1514 McGee Ave
Berkeley, CA 94703-1043
roger.pritchard@mindspring.com

RECIRC806.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jeanette Desmond
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please protect salmon and other fish!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jeanette Desmond
1072 Casitas Pass Rd
Carpinteria, CA 93013-2109
jendesmond @earth link. net

RECIRC807.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Steven Stansbery
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Thank you for reading my letter.
Even if the pistachio and almond millionaires were the only one's paying for this it's still a bad idea.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steven Stansbery
22125 Burbank Blvd Unit 7
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-6218
steve.stansbery@gmail.com

RECIRC808.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of sherry conable
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Leave the Delta water in the Delta- almonds take way too much water per pound!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. sherry conable
2120 N Pacific Ave Spc 76
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2743
meadowwolf@baymoon.com

RECIRC809.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Mark Takara
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This is a bad idea from a variety of standpoints, particularly economic and environmental aspects. Shelve this project
and focus on maintaining or improving the quality of Delta waters and levees.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mark Takaro
3026 Stanton St
Berkeley, CA 94702-2730
meta ka ro@gma il.com

RECIRC810.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Susan Wilke
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
These Delta Tunnels are the stupidest idea I have heard of yet. At least the Romans put water highways "above ground".
They seem to be smarter than we are. The Delta Tunnels project is a terrible idea and will do damage that cannot be
"undone".
What are we thinking of? Are we really planning to wreck the planet?
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of doliars, while investing in jobs and iocal water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Wilke
163411th St
Sacramento, CA 95814-5741
sj_wilke@yahoo.com

RECIRC811.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Molly McConnell
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
i'm willing to not eat pistachios or almonds if this goes through. our original environment is much more important than
commercial interests.
please rethink this, jerry brown
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Molly McConnell
3876 Belmont Ave
San Diego, CA 92116-2237
mollyfleur9@gmail.com

RECIRC812.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of RW Shaff <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This water is for everyone. This is another greedy, evil NRA (Nasty Repugnican Assholes) grab. If they want big profits at
our expense then I suggest they import water from another state. Make a water pipeline instead of a petrol pipeline.
Bastards!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. RW Shaff
34150 Cartwright PI
Fremont, CA 94555-1405
rwshaff@gmail.com

RECIRC813.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Greg Pennington
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The Delta is the most precious natural resource that California has.
These tunnels will make it politically impossible to consider all the interests and protect the delta
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Greg Pennington
798 Post St
San Francisco, CA 94109-6178
greglpennington@aol.com

RECIRC814.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Matthew Jones
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
With all our technological knowledge, it's time to harness it to fund alternative solutions which do NOT damage the
environment to satisfy human needs.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix {Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Matthew Jones
1412 10th St
Coronado, CA 92118-2960
mattjenna@hotmail.com

RECIRC815.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Janet Monfredini
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
They are NOT worth the risks. We are the custodians of our wild places and overall environment. It all takes enough of
a beating, let alone to interfere with such invasive and potentially damaging projects.
Please say no,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Janet Monfredini
130 Santa Monica Way
San Francisco, CA 94127-1540
janet@bridgessf.com

RECIRC816.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Joseph Iller
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Move these farmers ti states that get flooded. Take the choice in these matters out from the hands of buisness
politicians and into the hands of qualified scientists!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joseph Iller
2540 oak leaf
Laguna hills, CA 92653
breakthroughji@gmail.com

RECIRC817.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Patricia De Leonard
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This does more harm than good. We can't fix one problem and create another. We have to consider all of Calif. not just
one part at a time.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Patricia De Leonard
5535 Balboa Blvd
Encino, CA 91316-1516
patti@cherbopub.com

RECIRC818.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Robert Heron
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
God knew where to put the water. Trust him. Don't do something that is likely to have long term adverse consequences
for the State and it's citizens. There are alternatives that will work much better.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Heron
10941 Sproul Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064-4060
rcheron@aol.com

RECIRC819.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Joel Zetzer
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
People are most important. Peanuts can wait until things are better, if ever
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joel Zetzer
8732 Rangely Ave
West Hollywood, CA 90048-1715
anonimous80@peacemail.com

RECIRC820.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Walter Koch
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please Governor, haven't we degraded the Bay-Delta ecosystem enough already?
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Walter Koch
19 Plumas Ave
Goleta, CA 93117-1301
wdkoch3@hotmail.com

RECIRC821.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Robert Strauss
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
THERE ARE NO SPECIFIC DETAILS ON THE LONG TERM EFFECTS OF THIS ILL-CONCIEVED PROJECT. MORE WATER FOR
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA WILL CREATE MORE DEVELOPMENT THERE, WHICH WILL THEN CREATE ADDITIONAL DEMANDS
FOR MORE AND MORE WATER. THE CYCLE NEVER ENDS.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Strauss
118 Wisteria Cir
Cloverdale, CA 95425-5411
bestrauss@comcast.net

RECIRC822.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of martha moore
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I am ABSOLUTELY NOT in favor of the Delta tunnels project. It would be far better to prevent waste from the existing
water transfer canals and mandate stricter water restrictions both for individuals, but more importantly for farmers who
have continued to plant water intensive trees regardless ofthis drought. The fact that the central valley is SINKING due
to draining of the aquifer because the legislature has not taken action to limit drilling of wells is another symptom of our
political problem solving issue.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. martha moore
428 Georgetown Ave
San Mateo, CA 94402-2252
marfmoore@hotmail.com

RECIRC823.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Meaghan Simpson
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
YOU KNOW THIS HOSTILE COUP BY GOV JERRY BROWN AND HIS CRONIES, IS THE SAME BULL SHIT PROJECT DENIED
MORE THA TWICE BEFORE BY CALIF VOTERS AND CITIZENS DEMANDS TO BAN THIS INSANE IMMORAL BAD WRONG
WATER THEFT DESTROY THE DELTA PROJECT!!! DEAD WRONG BEFORE AND EXTREMELY WRONG NOW!!! BOOKS HAVE
BEEN WRITIEN ABOUT IT, AND REEMS OF DOCUMENTS REVEAL THE CRIMES OF CORRUPT GOV TRYING TO RIP OFF
WATER FOR MEGA AG CORPS GREED!!! LIARS, ROBBERS AND KILLERS OF RIVER DELTA LIFE FOR HUMANS AND ALL
LIVING THINGS!!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Meaghan Simpson
2401 Newburg Rd
Fortuna, CA 95540-2832
mendingwheel@icloud.com

RECIRC824.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Clif Potts < info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
A better way would be to create a platform that farmer's could use for wise water farming and a conservation program
for residential users.
It's time for grey water.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Clif Potts
PO Box 131
Topanga, CA 90290-0131
personalconsulting@yahoo.com

RECIRC825.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Aimee Noel
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Moving water isn't a long term fix to the long term problem we are facing. It's short-sighted and has devastating effects.
Please, don't tunnel water through the Bay-Delta!
Thank you,
Aimee Noel
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Aimee Noel
1319 Dartmouth Dr
Glendale, CA 91205-3511
aimeenoelaimee@gmail.com

RECIRC826.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Scott Warwick
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Leave this water source in place and consider Alaska's offer to ship water to California--better yet a pipeline that will
help, not hurt, the environment!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Warwick
229 W Walnut Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-3343
warwickshire03@yahoo.com

RECIRC827.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Kate Lehman
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This isn't a fix, it's just another short-sighted decision to appease business while endangering wildlife and fragile
ecosystems. If crops like almonds use too much water, then we need to not grow them here, especially during an
historic drought. We have to adapt to the planet we live on, it won't happen the other way around. Projects like this will
just continue to use up more resources and disrupt more interdependent systems that will need real fixing later. How
about a REAL fix NOW- one that's not commercially or politically driven? The problems created by continuing to do
things this way will be far costlier.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kate Lehman
5205 Hollywood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90027-6923
kate@mermediadesign.com

RECIRC828.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Susan Mayer
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnelsj"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The Delta tunnels project is a disaster waiting to happen. Please, do not devastate our Delta's fragile ecosystems or
further imperil endangered salmon!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Susan Mayer
2328 Amity St
San Diego, CA 92109-1514
artersa@att.net

RECIRC829.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Mario Araujo
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
No more water infrastructure projects. We cannot subsidize San Joaquin farms anymore.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mario Araujo
331 W Ellis Ave
Inglewood, CA 90302-1106
mario@azteca.net

RECIRC830.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jane Stock <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We can live without almonds and pistachio's but we can't continue to live on a planet devoid of the creatures that
contribute to it's health.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jane Stock
1391 Nigel Ln
Eureka, CA 95501-2679
jstock@humboldtl.com

RECIRC831.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Lynette Coffey
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The Big Ag corporations, who want to steal all of CA's water need to be told NO in a big way. How is their profit, mainly
selling to overseas markets, going to restore the Delta, once it has been destroyed. Big Ag needs to relocate to areas in
the US, that have more water, not expect the rest of CA to suffer for their lack of foresight! NO to the tunnels and NO to
water theft!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lynette Coffey
4059 La Mesa Ave
Shasta Lake, CA 96019-9243
siabykatz@yahoo.com

RECIRC832.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Christina Van Beveren
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I am outraged that you would think it is more important that farmers get the water in order to EXPORT the crop, than to
protect the ecology of the Delta area.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Christina Van Beveren
565 Baywood Way
Los Osos, CA 93402-1119
becktravel@yahoo.com

RECIRC833.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Bill Hirvonen
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
A California Water Disorder is how I percieve the "California Water Fix".
Dear Decisionmakers,
The Delta Tunnels Plan may be a "fix" for southern Cal, but is not good for the Delta. I know you have heard arguments
on both side of this issue, so I am making my voice heard as a resident of Brentwood and the ajoining cities of the San
Francisco Oakland Bay Area Delta and rivers of Stockton and Sacramento.
Oppose the Tunnel Project
The "California Water Fix" needs to be fixed down south, for them to find water sources there, not by robbing the water
that belongs to us in the Delta. I expect you to do what is right and block any and all efforts to stop the Delta
Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project.
Sincerely, Bill Hirvonen
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Hirvonen
1088 Glenwillow Dr
Brentwood, CA 94513-1856
groovearena@comcast.net

RECIRC834.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of James Heartland
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
NO! NO!! NO!!! Now is N OT the time for business as usual political hanky panky with the PEOPLE's water, the natural
environment and our children's future! Hello!? Are you here?
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. James Heartland
506 Santa Monica Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90401-2434
james@awakenature.org

RECIRC835.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Ellen McCann
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Governor Brown, there are better ways to manage our water. How about looking at the dairy farms.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ellen McCann
1262 Amalfi PI
Escondido, CA 92027-1401
ellenmccann63@hotmail.com

RECIRC836.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Cherie! Jensen
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
It's not a water "Fix", it is water THEFT. it is time we recognize we in California have grown too big for the available
water.
We have to live within our limits.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Cheriel Jensen
13737 Quito Rd
Saratoga, CA 95070-4752
cherielj@earthlink.net

RECIRC837.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Diane Demee-Benoit
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Pian,
Salmon and other fisheries need the water. Almonds and other water intensive crops should be grown elsewhere in a
climate that is getting drier each year. California needs to look forward and consider what our agriculture should look
like when water is always going to be limited.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diane Demee-Benoit
6 Seamast Psge
Corte Madera, CA 94925-1918
diane_demee _benoit@ya hoo.com

RECIRC838.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Kristen Conner
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We need conservation that preserves what we have, not this atrocity.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kristen Conner
1516 Yuba Ave
San Pablo, CA 94806-4058
sheepy_bah@hotmail.com

RECIRC839.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of James Davidson
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Messing with natural water-ways, as seen during the water wars of the 30s and 40s has devestating effects, not just on
communities and farming, but also on wildlife habitats. We must look to the past for solid solutions for the future, and
rerouting water, even underground aquifers is not the route to go. We must find a solution that is both community, and
ecologically friendly. Not just for us, now, but for our children and the world they inherit. Stop this proposal. Burn it.
Thank you.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainabi!ity, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. James Davidson
48 Arbona Cir S
Sonora, CA 95370-8056
tora.kuo@gmail.com

RECIRC840.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Francis Butler
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/" California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I understand that the drought is forcing difficult choices, but funneling water away from the Delta and Bay is still the
wrong choice!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Dr. Francis Butler
2130 Ten Acre Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2227
francisbutler35@gmail.com

RECIRC84i.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Lorraine Sherwood
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We may love almonds, but we're more than willing to stop eating any food items that just aren't suited to our state's
ability to grow them on our land without destroying it in the process.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.

The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lorraine Sherwood
626 Garfield St
Oceanside, CA 92054-4212
foracas@me.com

RECIRC842.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Glenn Howard
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
How could even a typical politician call this a "California water fix" unless they are talking about a "fix" as in shooting up
heroin. This is stupid in general, but during a serious drought, someone would have to be totally ignorant of science and
I or being bribed, which of course, never happens. Jerry Brown should at least veto this stupid bill.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Glenn Howard
PO Box 66224
Scotts Valley, CA 95067-6224
glennallenhoward@yahoo.com

RECIRC843.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jacqueline Welsh
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Leave the water alone! It belongs to the people of this beautiful state and its future generation. Now that the rivers are
protected and clean, man needs to keep out, whenever man interferes to benefit groups that are only in for the money,
we lose sight of what is really important.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix"does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jacqueline Welsh
415 SOak St
Inglewood, CA 90301-2517
seanjack1@yahoo.com

RECIRC844.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of John Petrak
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 3:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Rather than build this expensive tunnel that may destroy the Delta why not give farmers money to install underground
drip system's? It works in Israel so why not here.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Petrak
Via Serena
San Jose, CA 95139
j_petrak@yahoo.com

RECIRC845.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Charles Eckart
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Pian,
The state is fooling with natural ecosystems which is a bad idea to begin with. The real spelling of the California Water
Fix Is"
BIG RUIN".
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Eckart
11 Mesa Road
Pt. Reyes Station, CA 94956
ceckart@horizoncable.com

RECIRC846.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Dennis williams
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
the south needs to develop other resources or change what they grow.
They can't continue to strip more & more from the north.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dennis williams
bella drive
napa, CA 94558
woodmanden@yahoo.com

RECIRC847.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of ChArles Wade
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Thank you for reading my letter. Stop this nonsense. Diverting water fro a precious source to inefficient ag uses is not
wise. Droughts are common in CA-we must learn to conserve
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Dr. ChArles Wade
136 Mary Way
Los Gatos, CA 95032-4841
cwade13@yahoo.com

RECIRC848.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Rebecca Stewart
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I live here. We need the water here more now than ever. There isn't a lot to divert elsewhere especially to water-thirsty
industrial agricultural projects. We need to protect critically endangered salmon and other fish species in the Delta and
SF Bay downstream. Please ... NO.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rebecca Stewart
1958 San Juan Rd Apt 32
Sacramento, CA 95833-3322
rebeccastewart2121@hotmail.com

RECIRC849.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Steven Hibshman
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We need to protect the water we have left.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steven Hibshman
609 Celestial Ln
Foster City, CA 94404-2751
shibshman@yahoo.com

RECIRC850.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Dr Bud Stuart DVM
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
You were elected to protect our population, NOT big business!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Dr. Dr Bud Stuart DVM
441 Por La Mar Cir
Santa Barbara, CA 93103-3781
dockystuart@gmail.com

RECIRC851.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Tim Burkinshaw
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Pian,
Please reconsider this action!
An Almond needs aprox: half a bucket of
water to produce it, so stop /cease the
almond production, period!

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.

I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Tim Burkinshaw
Larrabee St.
LA, CA 90069
bstla23@gmail.com

RECIRC852.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Laurie Batha
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnelsj"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please, look at the long term consequences of the installing these pipelines- 7 generations.
The wisdom is lost, the reasoning not sound. There are other solutions.
It is not wise to feed a hunger from another's need.
Thank you in advance for finding a way to look outside the box -to look at what has worked in other countries.
Sincerely, Laurie Batha
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Laurie Batha
906 Hastings Dr
Concord, CA 94518-3822
lbatha@goldenlandarch.com

RECIRC853.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Alysse Wishart
<info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The California Delta has been s home to me my whole life. It is beautiful and needs to be protected. Please don't take
from it to keep cash crops in business. Keep this ecosystem alive.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Alysse Wishart
3994 Pimlico Dr
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3436
adwish@yahoo.com

RECIRC854.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Leland Baldwin
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
It would be much wiser to put a moratorium on new housing construction in our deserts.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Leland Baldwin
11532 Liggett St
Norwalk, CA 90650-4715
lbaldwin@jensonusa.com

RECIRC855.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Ed Noonen
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
These tunnels will devastate the area in Northern California and encourage agricultural practices that are not water
smart.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ed Noonen
307 Daybreak Ct
San Ramon, CA 94583-1238
enoonen@comcast.net

RECIRC856.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Patricia Mann
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:40 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Realizing that much work went into the current water proposal, the general welfare of the state seems to require much
consideration of the need to replace ground water, to build replacement storage facilities to cover where grand water
usage has caused subsidence, and a detailed review of environmental effects of any action. The current plan does not
do this adequately. It also seems Ia high cost alternative, when lower cost actions would meet state needs.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia Mann
817 S G St
Livermore, CA 94550-4662
grandmamann@yahoo.com

RECIRC857.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jonathan Hess
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:40 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
You've done some great things this last week, Governor, and I thank you. But this is a bad idea.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jonathan Hess
2677 McAllister St
San Francisco, CA 94118-4128
jonathanghess@yahoo.com

RECIRC858.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jonathan Davies
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:40 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We can't lose sight of the big picture of habitat preservation in a misguided effort at short term relief for big agriculture.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix {Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jonathan Davies
475 W Lexington Ave
Clovis, CA 93619-8363
jlewdavies@gmail.com

RECIRC859.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Karen Peel <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:40 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This is a self-serving water grab by big business and the political interests in Southern California. As a life-long resident
of Northern California, I am tired of big money and So-Cal trying to rip off MY water!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A} project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karen Peel
16 La Punta
Orinda, CA 94563-1819
kpeel1209@comcast. net

RECIRC860.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Joel Levine
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 4:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This planned theft and rape of our delta system for the sake of farmers who then export the produce is obscene. Don't
do it!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joel Levine
King Ranch Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
jlevinelOOO@gmail.com

RECIRC861.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jack Peters
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Don't send Northern California's Water to Southern California ! ! !
Build Desalinazation Plants On The Southern California Coast ! ! !
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jack Peters
1519 Ridgebrook Way
Chico, CA 95928-7364
jack.peters@sbcglobal.net

RECIRC862.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Mary K Orrange
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This project just irks me. The agriculture industrial use of water over the residents of California including the native
species is wrong and unjust.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary K Orrange
1840 Marich Way
Mountain View, CA 94040-2316
korrange@yahoo.com

RECIRC863.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Robin Chapel
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Pian,
How tracking obscene? (In both uses of both words,)
This is also the definition of both hubris and the Yiddish word Meshuga.
To take water necessary for keeping the land from burning up and diverting it to private usage, is unacceptable (under
any definition)!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robin Chapel
1726 N Gower St
Los Angeles, CA 90028-5352
creat_one@hotmail.com

RECIRC864.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Cynthia Bristow
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Water is necessary for life. It shouldn't be commodified & sold off to corporate interests many of which could be
international! We're in a drought people!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cynthia Bristow
1960 Los Alamitos Dr
Placentia, CA 92870-5512
cyndb@twc.com

RECIRC865.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Deirdre Coderre
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I strongly oppose this project as it would exacerbate California's drought issues that we are still currently facing. This
project lacks common sense and it wouldn't be surprising if someone is guaranteed to make some cents off of it, and a
lot of them.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Deirdre Coderre
1430 Bennett Rd
Paradise, CA 95969-6424
dcoderre002@student.butte.edu

RECIRC866.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Veronica Jacobi
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
PROTECT OUR WATER! Every area should take measures to be water self sufficient.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Veronica Jacobi
408 Hickory Cir
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-5827
vjacobi@sonic.net

RECIRC867.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Eihway Su <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Environmental protection is essential to the long-term sustainability of our one and only planet. We need to be
conserving water for the environment instead of for non-essential crops such as almonds and pistachios.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eihway Su
170 Parnassus Ave Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94117-4251
esinsf@yahoo.com

RECIRC868.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Robert Kealhofer
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please do not damage the environment in order to put more money into the pockets of corporate "farmers"!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Kealhofer
2218 Ocean Street Ext
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1726
rmk@cruzio.com

RECIRC869.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Fran Watson
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Stop destroying our earth for profit!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Fran Watson
9734 Jamacha Blvd
Spring Valley, CA 91977-5227
daherlover@yahoo.com

RECIRC870.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of K Barquist <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Big Oil, Big Ag and Big Water Moving Projects all need to go. They are a bad leftover from the 19th and 20th centuries.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Miss K Barquist
PO Box 131
Finley, CA 95435-0131
activist@thecommongood.us

RECIRC871.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of James Perry
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I was raised in Benicia on the Carquinez Straits and my Mother remembered when the water was green and she could
swim in it.
I'm afraid Governor Brown's
plan would degrade flow and
harm fish biology.
Stop raising beef. No more golf courses. When we stop Wars, everyone can have a low flow toilet and shower head, or
compost toilet. Oh, and stop breeding!
Do not pass this trendy and
very shaky proposal to be cool.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. James Perry
PO Box 961
Santa Rosa, CA 95402-0961
scarab@sonic.net

RECIRC872.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jed Manwaring
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This is not the fix we need. Stop allowing foreign countries from growing alfalfa in California for export, and stop
ridiculous water users (like those in Bel Air) from squandering what we have. Protect fish and wildlife and the Bay Delta
instead.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jed Manwaring
1536 Parker Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95405-4525
jed@ jed manwa ring.com

RECIRC873.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jean Colvin
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We can all eat fewer almonds in view of the severe drought!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jean Colvin
2976 Clay St
San Francisco, CA 94115-1713
jeancolvin@hotmail.com

RECIRC874.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Laura Van Arsdel
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Pian,
Please do not take water. Instead save water. Leave it be; all ecosystems need their share.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Laura Van Arsdel
2215 W Broadway Apt F120
Anaheim, CA 92804-1312
lauraannlocke@me.com

RECIRC875.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Thomas Milcarek
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
No more water for swimming pools and golf courses FFS. and the dam waste of money and resources to build this
disaster. You brain dead over there?
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Thomas Milcarek
PO Box 2381
Santa Cruz, CA 95063-2381
sees aints@ msn .com

RECIRC876.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Carole Ehrhardt
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Already we have sent a huge portion of our No. CA water to So. CA and the deserts with the peripheral canal and they
use it frivolously. We are on water rationing and should not send more water and ruin the delta which needs that
water ..
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Carole Ehrhardt
PO Box 243
Pebble Beach, CA 93953-0243
carole@douglascamp.com

RECIRC877.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Gretchen Mueller
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
San Francisco Bay needs the water to survive as a healthy ecosystem with all its benefits
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Gretchen Mueller
1701 Alabama St
San Francisco, CA 94110-5250
gretchmueller@earthlink.net

RECIRC878.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Ed Norrth < info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
no big-ag socal water grabs
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ed Norrth
121 Santa Rita Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94301-3937
ednorthS@yahoo.com

RECIRC879.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jim Diamond
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
More efficient use of present water is easily possible. Agriculture needs water but can use it more efficiently. Nonagricultural uses of water are also highly inefficient. Efficiency, not tunnels, are the answer!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jim Diamond
1533 Edith St
Berkeley, CA 94703-1123
jimdiamond@comcast.net

RECIRC880.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Gertrude Gebin
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
It is incumbent upon our government to protect and not to destroy the environment as well endangered species.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Gertrude Gebin
10 Seacrest Ct
Daly City, CA 94015-4726
gcgebin@yahoo.com

RECIRC881.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Eloise Hill <info@earthjustice.org>
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Unacceptable. The proposed project has clearly been designed to serve the interests of Big Agriculture not those of the
people of California.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eloise Hill
529 Palace Ct
Alameda, CA 94501-3797
eloise.hill@rocketmail.com

RECIRC882.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jane Illades
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We need to face the reality that California just may not be able to afford the growing of certain crops anymore.
Unfortunately, there are not, and most likely will not be, ways to provide what is no longer available (rainfall). All of us
are going to need to sacrifice our old ways of living here in California. I am willing and have for many, many years been
extremely conscious and careful about our family's water use (we not only conserve, but re-use much of our water, etc.).
We need to make further conservation efforts universal and enforce further measures FIRST. I still see sidewalks beings
WASHED both commercially and by individuals. I see sprinkler systems still in use, with water running down the
sidewalks and streets. Hopefully I have gotten my point across.
I oppose strongly taking measures that seem to deny the reality of our drought- like diverting water to almond orchards,
that affect the ecology of the environment in essential and disastrous ways.
I think you are doing a terrific job in SO many ways and thank you for your good work. At the same time, I ask you NOT
support the building of the two massive tunnels through the Bay-Delta. Let's stop fracking and coal mining first and try
attendo to the things that are causing the drought in the first place.
Thank you for listening,
Jane lllades,
San Diego, CA
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jane lllades
27051st Ave
San Diego, CA 92103-6243
lillades@cox.net

RECIRC883.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Allyson Bishop
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Definitely a huge mistake to build these tunnels. We should be concentrating on strict conservation, efficient farming, no
fracking, and not on the tunnel boondoggle project!!!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Dr. Allyson Bishop
832 Page St
San Francisco, CA 94117-2313
sugarpine61@rocketmail.com

RECIRC884.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Catherine Fowler
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This grab is not about water for almonds. It' s about water for tracking & other oilfield operations. Agriculture generally
opposes this-Big Oil supports it! Look at where the canals would be situated & the campaign contributions from the Oil
corps. in support of this project
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Catherine Fowler
PO Box 436
Madera, CA 93639-0436
cfowlerstarrchoice@yahoo.com

RECIRC885.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Marcie Long
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We want the San Francisco Bay and Delta to be restored. Fixing the delta and environment for the fish by draining more
water from the system is ridiculous.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Marcie Long
8707 Wight Way
Kelseyville, CA 95451-9229
obi@jps.net

RECIRC886.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of M. Crosson
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The Delta tunnels are an insane idea! Rip up one of the most important water resources in Northern California just to
send water to Los Angeles??? NUTS. Invest in desalination plants down there instead.
DON'T KILL THE DELTA!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. M. Crosson
3452 Cabrito Dr
ElDorado Hills, CA 95762-7644
mcrosson@changetheworld.com

RECIRC887.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of R. Zierikzee
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The Delta Tunnel Plan is the Peripheral Canal with a new name. NO NO NO to stealing water from the Bay and the
wildlife that need it here in the Bay Area, especially during this extreme drought.
Thank you for reading my letter.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. R. Zierikzee
845 Euclid Ave Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94118-2520
inor@earthlink.net

RECIRCS88.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jillana Laufer
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This precious resource is in serious jeopardy from water grabbers, and oversight is imperative. Oversight that includes
California's ecology AND endangered species protection, and excludes corporate power mongers, ESPECIALLY FRACKING
INTERESTS and AGRI monsters!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jillana Laufer
3940 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Studio City, CA 91604-3709
jillana@lauferco.net

RECIRC889.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jonathan Lee
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We need to protect our natural resources- including California's water resources- not divert them to water intensive
agriculture in regions that don't support water intensive crops.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.

The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.

Sincerely,
Mr. Jonathan Lee
2337 15th St
Eureka, CA 95501-1308
jlee@humboldtl.com

RECIRC890.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice < action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Marilynn Boosinger
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Agriculture is important, but industrial scale agriculture is unsustainable---unless you're talking about sustaining
corporate profits! Our precious water supply should be managed in a way that conserves it and integrates its use with
natural cycles, not simply siphoned off to the highest bidder or the most influential!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainabiiity, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Marilynn Boosinger
28110 Poppy Dr
Willits, CA 95490-8889
paxetlux@instawave.net

RECIRC891.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Joe dorsey
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
This kind of eco-engineering can only end in disaster, as been shown many times in the past.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joe dorsey
30 Sheffield Ct
San Pablo, CA 94806-2876
technocrat2@juno.com

RECIRC892.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Mark johnson
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
time to explore the Sea water's and turn it into drinking and irrigation water
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mark johnson
488 Brushwood Dr
Redding, CA 96003-4105
marksj45@hotmail.com

RECIRC893.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Jenice Jackson
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 12:39 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please save the earth from more pollution.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Deita Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jenice Jackson
316 Stepney St
Inglewood, CA 90302-2420
jjacks10@ lausd. net

RECIRC894.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of F. Michael Montgomery
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:09 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Diverting such huge amounts of water especially for primarily almond groves is short sighted and damaging to our
ecology. Please stop this now!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.

Sincerely,
Mr. F. Michael Montgomery
1635 Brandee Ln
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-8608
monty@earthtree1.com

RECIRC895.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Janet Fiore
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Greedy bastards. Brown has sold out California. Get him OUT!
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Janet Fiore
1857 9th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-4703
janetfiore@aol.com

RECIRC896.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Ann Carranza
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
The water tunnel export idea is ludicrous. It's long past time California implemented sensible water policies, including
aquifer protection and conservation, and not turn to such absurdities as the "California Water Fix." This is an appalling
project.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ann Carranza
1330 Tulip Ct
Healdsburg, CA 95448-3232
positivelyann@sonic.net

RECIRC897.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org > on behalf of Miles Jordan
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Please abandon this environmentally risky plan. Leave the Delta alone!
Save the fish. let them grow cotton, nuts, etc. elsewhere .... like where there's more water available.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mr. Miles Jordan
2550 Ramada Way
Chico, CA 95926-1025
boogiewoogie@pcichico.com

RECIRC898.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Samara Rosen
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
We shouldn't grow almonds in a drought
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Samara Rosen
5805 Ocean View Dr
Oakland, CA 94618-1534
srr14@hampshire.edu

RECIRC899.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Michelle Martin
<info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 1:08 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
Keep the Delta the way it is. We give enough of our water away. Keep it here where it belongs.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Michelle Martin
10154 Pombal Ct
Elk Grove, CA 95757-5906
michelley63@comcast.net

RECIRC900.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of Leslie Clement
< info@earthjustice.org >
Thursday, October 08, 2015 2:38 PM
BDCPcomments
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/"California Water Fix" (Alternative 4A)

Oct 8, 2015
Bay Delta Conservation Plan
CA
Dear Conservation Plan,
I live in this area and I can tell you that the impact of these proposed tunnels would be devastating. We'd lose miles of
crucial native habitat. PLEASE stop these tunnels from being built.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Delta Tunnels Plan.
The deceptively named "California Water Fix" does not address the multitude of adverse environmental, public health,
and economic impacts the proposed Delta tunnels project would cause. Further, the plan ignores alternatives that would
save California tax- and ratepayers billions of dollars, while investing in jobs and local water sources that build
sustainability, instead of severely damaging the Delta and Bay ecosystems.
I urge you not to permit the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix {Alternative 4A) project to move forward.
Sincerely,
Ms. Leslie Clement
1805 Vender Ct
Antioch, CA 94531-8380
lclement4@yahoo.com

